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our story
Evolution Timeline
High Performance Coaching » transitionhub

- Continuous programs with Allens, Citibank, CBA, UBS, PwC, Oracle.
- Ongoing assignments with Qantas, Westpac, Oracle and Rogen.
- Global delivery of programs with Citibank through HPC Champion method. Continued assignments with CBA, PwC Partner Programs, Oracle, Westpac.
- Developed Elevate for Citi as a client engagement program. Delivered in 25 countries in the following 5 years.
- Developed ‘Citi Professional’ for Citi Asia. Created Impact for NAB Retail. Continued assignments for CBA, Allens, UTS, PWC, Deutsche Bank. Delivered first program for BAML EMEA.
- Global programs for RBS, Citi, BAML, Asia programs for Deutsche Bank, BNP Paribas. Local programs for CBA, SAP, Ashurst, UBS.
- WeWork Global Partnership. Citi EDGE and Citi EMPOWER YOU.
- Citi EDGE delivered in 8 countries. Transition Hub Foundation Week Cohorts monthly. 50 Transition Hub coaches accredited in Australia. Partnership alignment with Flatiron School and Wework Labs. Transition Hub launches in Singapore and London.

- 2000: Commenced with Allens, Citibank, Readers Digest, CBA, Deutsche Bank.
- 2002: Expanded to Asia, working with Citibank, Deutsche Bank and Lehman Bros (Japan).
- 2005: Creation of the Citibank Professional program across Asia (ran through to 2014).
- 2006: Expanded global programs with Citi, Asia wide programs with Deutsche Bank, local programs with CBA, UTS, Qantas, Allens.
- 2008: Commenced work with SAP, delivered global programs for Citi and BAML. Continued assignments with CBA, NAB, PwC.
- 2009: Global program for ANZ, Asia programs for BNP Paribas, SAP, BAML, Citi. Local programs with CBA, NAB, Lloyds Bank.
future of work
The very nature of work is changing. Anything that we currently do that is **structured**, **repeatable** or **predictable** WILL be automated.

49% of the activities that people are paid to do in the global economy have the potential to be automated. (McKinsey 2017)
Our future lies in ‘new work’ where our innately human skills are most valuable:
With the world of work changing and the workforce of the future becoming more agile, companies are needing a human solution for redeploying within and transitioning people out of organisations...

...enter transitionhub™
our philosophy
Community. Collaboration. Creativity.
building your personal brand
physical presence
values. strengths. transferable skills.
The Future is Now
transitionhub™ experience
Reimagine Your Future

a place to call home.
- Foundation week: 30 people, 5 coaches
- 5 x individual coaching sessions and 5 x meet-up masterclasses
- 2 months Transition Hub membership at WeWork
- Partnering with UTS, Flatiron School and WeWork Labs
- Plus all the Transition Hub and WeWork eco-system benefits

getting set
- Finding Your Core
- Personal Impact
- Professional Brand
- Authenticity

day 1

identifying my strengths
- Values, Strengths and Skills
- Navigating Transition
- Positioning and Networking
- Power of Possibility

day 2

skills for change
- Designing Your Career
- Thinking on Your Feet
- Activating Your Interpersonal Skills
- Positive mindset and wellbeing

day 3

inspiring confidence
- Storytelling
- Presentation Skills
- Re-entry Strategies
- T-Hub Ecosystem

day 4

future you
- Leadership Impact in Action
- Getting Social
- Video Skills
- Industry Roundtables

day 5

individual coaching
- Personal Brand
- Resume Refinement
- Interview Rehearsal
- Presentation Practice
- Strategic Networking

masterclass series
- Energy Intelligence
- LinkedIn Advanced
- Video Interview Skills
- Design Thinking Techniques
- Intro to Future Tech

WITHIN 3 MONTHS
One-to-one coaching sessions and masterclasses are tailored to individual needs spanning career skills, new ways of working, or job search.
IN SUMMARY

- The future of work will challenge humans in new ways
- We will need to manage our own careers, remain relevant, and stay up to date
- People are more disconnected than ever, in an ‘always on’ world
- We are witnessing anxiety about the future, isolation, and less meaningful human interaction
IN SUMMARY

- Large scale redundancies will increase mental health issues, in addition to overwhelm and burnout
- People do not just need a job; they need a human safety net
- We all require a place to belong, connection and collaboration
- Let’s enter the conscious decade and work on sustaining both humans and nature!
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